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Aim

Implementation of Star based abstractions [6] for the Outside-the-Box Framework and comparison vis-a-via
Box Abstraction.
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Introduction

2.1

Framework explained: Outside the Box

Outside the box tool uses a monitor over
a layer of neural network. As shown in
fig:1, the monitor builds box abstractions
to watch layer’s output so that it can tell
if an input is novel. In case the point lies
outside all boxes, the framework declares
it as an unknown input.

2.2

Star Abstraction

A Star [6] is modeled as a 3-tuple hc, V, P i
where: c ∈ Rn denotes the center, V =
{v1 , · · · , vm } is the set of m basis vectors
∈ Rm and P : Rm −→ {>, ⊥} is a predicate. Any bounded convex polyhedron
can be represented as a star.
We referred to [1] for our implementation. Figure 1: Monitoring framework and box abstraction by out of
the box tool
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Implementation

3.1

Class Star

This class represents a Star. The Star
class inherits P ointCollection class. This
means that a star object takes a collection of points as input and updates the constraints accordingly. Using
the Proposition 1 in [6], we can represent any bounded convex polyhedron P = {x|Cx ≤ d, x ∈ Rn } as a
star. So, in order to generate a star we first create a polyhedron using the given set of vertices. As we know,
a polyhedron can be represented in 2 forms [4]:
• H-representation
In this representation, the polyhedron is represented as set of constraints Ax ≤ b.
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• V-representation
In this representation, the polyhedron is represented as a set of vertices V = {v1 , ..., vn }.
Once we create a polyhedron using the given vertices, we convert it to H-rep (get matrix A & b). Then,
using these constraints as predicates and an identity matrix as basis matrix, we generate a star.
To build a star, we follow an incremental approach -
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2nd point

create()

add()

last point

abstract()

remaining points
Figure 2: Flowchart for incrementally creating a star out of a set of points
As shown in fig: 2, Building a star requires 3 methods as explained below:
• Constructor: This method creates an empty star with no constraints.
• We add each point incrementally and modify the constraints representing the star:
– For the 1st point, we call the create() method. This method defines the initial constraints on the
star.
– Thereafter, for adding any number of points to the star, we call the add() method. This function
accepts one point at a time and incrementally updates the constraints.
Other methods of this class are:
• plot(): This method is used to plot a star.
• isempty(): This method checks if a star is empty or not.
• issubset(): This method checks if a star is subset of another star or not.
• mergeStars(): This method is used to merge 2 stars if need be.
• contains(): This method checks if a point is contained in a star or not.

3.2

Class : Star Abstraction

This class basically represents a set of stars so we may refer to this as a Set based collection. As we already
know, Outside the Box code uses kMeans clustering on labelled data. As many clusters; those many stars.
Apart from the constructor, a key method of this class is initialize() which initializes an empty abstraction
based on the number of neurons (of Neural Network) being watched. This also denotes the dimension of
each star in the abstraction.
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Tasks accomplished
• Implemented the class for Star abstraction and also the required methods in python.
• Integration of the Star based abstraction into the Outside-the-box framework.
• Implementation of a function toStar for the Box objects that can convert a box object to a star object.
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Results

Here we provide the comparison vis-a-vis Box abstraction.

5.1

Toy Model

We show the plot of Star abstraction for the Toy Model in Figure 3. The corresponding plot box abstraction
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Star abstraction for Toy Model with basis as identity matrix [1 0; 0 1]

Figure 4: Box abstraction for Toy Model
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Figure 5: Box v/s Star abstraction for Toy Model
On comparing the Box abstraction with Star abstraction, we observe that Star abstraction is much more
precise. Even on this simple example we see 50-60% smaller size of abstraction (Figure 5).
Some other possible star abstractions generated with different basis matrix is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Star abstraction for Toy Model with basis as [1 0.5; 0.5 1]
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Figure 7: Star abstraction for Toy Model with basis as [0.6 0.25; 0.25 0.6]

5.2

MNIST Dataset

In case of MNIST dataset, each point belongs to a 40 dimensional space. This leads to a too much computation time to generate constraints for the Star. Hence, we show only plots for two-dimensional points (dim 3
and 13) in Figure 8 and four-dimensional points (dim 3, 9, 13 and 17) in Figure 10 for the Star Abstraction.
In both these case we only plot dim-3 v/s dim-13. In Figure 9, we show Box abstraction on MNIST dataset
(considering all 40 dimensions and plotting dim-3 v/s dim-13).

Figure 8: Star abstraction when considering only dim-3 and dim-13 for MNIST dataset
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Figure 9: Box abstraction for MNIST dataset considering only dim-3 and dim-13

Figure 10: Star abstraction when considering only dim-9 and dim-17 for MNIST dataset
Legend: Green & Orange are known classes; Black represents the unknown input.
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Tools used
• Outside the Box [2] Code (implemented in python)
• NNV Tool [5] (Implemented in matlab)
• pypoman, parma polyhedra library [3] libraries.
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Conclusion

We observed the following differences when comparing box and star abstractions:
• Star abstractions offer more precision (Worst case going upto the convex hull which is still better than
the box).
• Star abstractions are very expensive to compute. The time increases further with an increase in
dimension.
So, it’s basically a precision vs cost tradeoff.
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